
In my vision I can see a house which is clearly a house, it has walls, windows, doors, a roof but it also 
has many missing sections. Bricks are missing from the walls, glass from the windows, holes in the 
walls where the window frames ought to be, doors missing in some rooms, floor joists are missing 
which means in some rooms you could not stand - but it is still discernible as a house. Those who 
look upon it can see the beauty of the house – its grandeur is apparent and those who look upon it 
rejoice at what they see and has already been constructed.

However, around the house are piles of bricks stacked near gaps in the walls, doors propped against 
the door posts but not fitted, glass standing beneath partly glazed windows.

In my vision the bricks, glass, floor and roof joists, floorboards, cladding and doors begin to rise and 
take their place within the partly finished structure – they move of their own accord but each shows 
no hesitation it simply flies to the place where it fits perfectly and is secured by mortar, screws or 
nails.

The house is then complete – its purpose can now be fulfilled, its real beauty and grandeur is seen by 
all around and attracts many who come to gaze upon it. They are drawn by its beauty in the day and 
the light and warmth which come from within at night. Many come and enter through its front door. 
Inside they find shelter, a stronghold and a peace which is beyond compare.

I believe that God has shown me that we are the unfinished house – many can see the beauty and 
grandeur and many have been involved in its construction. Each of us is part of the house – some are 
already in place and fulfil their roles giving the house its current beauty and grandeur but many more 
are like the bricks piled up around the house, the doors propped against the frames, the glass piled 
beneath the window frames, the joists stacked outside unfinished rooms. They sit waiting for 
someone to come and place them in the house. But God is saying that the waiting time is over it is 
time to take your place – through his spirit he wants to reveal your part within the house, through his 
spirit he wants to move you into place. The conditions are right now and God has chosen the place 
for you. We must allow the spirit to move us into place – this placing is of God and not of man.

There are some who think they know where they want to be, who wish to be a visible brick or item 
which everyone can see – but God says I have chosen your place seek my will not yours.

Other say but I cannot possibly be of importance, I have no value in the house – God says I have 
chosen your place and the house is not complete if you are not there.

 In the house every brick, pane of glass, wooden joist, door and board has a role – some are visible 
but others stand alongside supporting each other, hidden and unobtrusive, but without them the 
house would fall – a window without glass allows the cold to enter, a wall just one brick thick is weak 
– the inner brick supports the outer. The floor would fall without the joists beneath to support the 
weight above. Below it all are the foundation stones – once laid hidden for ever but if they were not 
in place or one was removed then the whole structure above would collapse.

Emmanuel we are that house – and each of us has a part to play in Gods purposes for the church 
being fulfilled. Believe this truth – just as each brick and item which makes a house is selected and 
counted by the architect so that his blueprint becomes a reality – so God has designed his church – 
our church – you are a vital and integral part to the role which God has prepared for us. Allow his 
spirit to take you from that pile of bricks, stack of boards, pile of glass and fit you into place.



God wants to complete the building of his church and you have a vital part within it. Don’t sit waiting 
– rooms are incomplete without you in place; the full beauty and purpose of the church is not 
evident when you are missing, equally it is not able to fulfil its full purpose on earth if it remains 
incomplete. Now is the time to move by his spirit into place – not next week, next year but now – in 
faith step out and by guided into place by his Spirit he knows just where you fit and it is a perfect fit – 
only you can fit into this place – no one else and without you it is incomplete. It is time.

 ‘As you come to him, the living Stone – rejected by human beings but chosen by God and precious to 
him – you also, like living stones, are being built into a spiritual house …

But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s special possession, that you 
may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. Once you 
were not a people, but now you are the people of God.’ 1 Peter 2:4-5 & 9-10a


